
footprints33: Thank you so much Dough & Deborah, inspiring teaching.   
Happy Learner: EASTER MESSAGE FROM AVATAR 
Christian Passy UK: lol 
DeborahMaltman: yeh, it is a lot to take in! 
DeborahMaltman: especially with everyone present together 
DeborahMaltman: y 
Doug Thompson: y 
reflectedwords: y 
DeborahMaltman: sounds great, clear and loud enough 
DeborahMaltman: I loved to see you in at 4! 

Doug Thompson: "FAther's Day" given that God is all our Father is also "God's Day"  

DeborahMaltman:  Doug 

footprints33:    
DeborahMaltman: hahaha that is super, Carmen! 
Doug Thompson: THAT can work! 
DeborahMaltman: afk, going outside to eat and listen. 
Doug Thompson: you've got to BELIEVE it though! 
Doug Thompson: ABSOLUTELY!!!!!!!!! 
Doug Thompson: yeah ... the creative part of us, the "little genius" 
footprints33: and thanks to all the beautiful children, unspoiled minds, innocent as they 

are, pure love.    
Doug Thompson: Jesus uses that parenting metaphor many times to Helen and Bill telling them 
that there are many "children" (already born) who need their nurturing. 
DEO is here: Thanks Doug and Deborah...had to leave so didn't get to hear the end...Night All.  (l)  
Doug Thompson: yeah ... the belief in "victimhood" 
Ruthr: same ego system 
Doug Thompson: YES! 
Ruthr: looks diff on manmifestation, all the same 
Doug Thompson: yeah, "sin" defined correctly as "missing the mark" or "lack of love" ... makes 
sense of that message 
Happy Learner: beLIEF i am unloved   
Happy Learner:  keeps me in victimhood 
Doug Thompson: See your children and your brothers with the "Spiritual Eye" 
Ruthr: awakeness 
Doug Thompson: Yeah, I often wonder how children would be affected IF they were TOLD THE 
TRUTH and given a chance to internalize it at a young age 
deb g: stress, mostly 
Ruthr: it's all as it should be 
Christian Passy UK: Mind Wandering Correction  lol 
Doug Thompson: Miracles always come from "love" I think ... 
Doug Thompson: Yeah "the world as ego interprets it" is rather different from "the real world" 
Happy Learner: YES 
Happy Learner: IF I REFUSE TO KNOW MY BROTHER AS GOD CREATED i do not know God 
ali2008-148: hi 
Doug Thompson: A God of Justice whose verdict is always "not guilty" 
Doug Thompson: "attack" is an ego-defence based on the idea that if you lose, I win 
haiderhoda: haider 
adele_light: Beautiful Carmen  



Doug Thompson: Lesson 157 ... all you can REALLY teach is "Vision" (or that which the Spiritual 
Eye can see) 
footprints33: where can i find these statements in the course 
adele_light: YES  
Doug Thompson: Well footprints33, there are concordances to both the HLC and Urtext on line, 
which make it fairly easy and quick to find any passage in either based on a single word 
Doug Thompson: http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2008/index.htm 
Doug Thompson: then click on "Concordances" and you can generally look up almost anything 
pretty quickly and easily 
footprints33: thanks for reminding me (Linda). 

Doug Thompson: yw  
Happy Learner: to withhold is source of unhappiness 

Doug Thompson: lol "Who's yoh Daddy?!?!?!?"  GREAT line  
Doug Thompson: Well yeah, humans may "abandon you" but the important thing is that you can't 
really "be abandoned" 
OmSan1320: Isn`t the world the perfect dvie for the Atonement? And if so, should I 
focus on its sickness and flaws? 
OmSan1320: device 
DeborahMaltman: wow, that was weird how Carmens voice went so different for what 
she said. 
Doug Thompson: I think the trick is not to deny the manifestation of sickness and flaws, but to 
focus on their healing rather than focussing on projecting guilt or condemnation on them 
Doug Thompson: A "flaw" or "error" needs healing, not "negative judgement" or "attack" or 
"condemnation." 
phrawor: just reflect to guide you thru  
Happy Learner: Love Shares...   what is unshared, is valueless  
Doug Thompson: Amen David! 
litesound: Carmen...Talking about sharing is there a way to get a copy of this to share 
??????? 
Happy Learner: THANK YOU CARMEN.....  

adele_light:  much gratitude carmen  
Happy Learner: i have recorded it 
Doug Thompson: I'm recording it Carmen and litesound 
footprints33: this is sooo wonderful teaching. Could listen for hours to your calming 
voice, gives so much peace. Thank you to allow me to start the day with these 

beautiful thoughts.   
DeborahMaltman: DOUG is taping it. 
DeborahMaltman: Terrific talk Carmen!  
litesound: Very beautiful the way you shared..... 
Doug Thompson: I'm thinking to make the recording of the "Original Dictation" talk today extend to 
include Carmen's commentary, so it will be a 3 hour recording instead of a 2 hr recording 
litesound: Thanks Dov and Doug..I will be in touch 
DeborahMaltman: oh, dov does too, I didn't notice that until now. 
footprints33: thanks Doug. I really want to listen to this sharing again. 
footprints33: thanks to you too Dov 

footprints33:    
Doug Thompson: ok, in a couple of hours I should have it in the archive 

adele_light: ty doug   
Doug Thompson: http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74 and click on "archive" 



litesound: ok, thanks doug 

Doug Thompson: yw, Carmen IS rather great isn't she  
footprints33: Very inspirational, the way Carmen shares her learning and healing. Great 
teacher. 
litesound: So he didn't really abandon you...he provided for you in his way as you say... 

adele_light: Carmen    

OmSan1320:    
DeborahMaltman: I love you Carmen! 
Happy Learner: I LOVE ALL OF US ~ Carmen 

adele_light: God bless everyone    

phrawor:   
GreatRays:   (F)  (*)  

litesound: LOL Carmen   

footprints33: God bless you Carmen, you are beautiful, you are loved by all of us.   
Doug Thompson: Thanks Carmen! 
DeborahMaltman: what a b e a u t i f u l sharing Carmen! 
 


